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Abstract. We continue the study of ball-homogeneous Riemannian manifolds, that is, R.iemannian spaces such that the volume of all sufficiently small geodesic balls or spheres only
depends on the radius. First, we consider the case of locally reducible spaces. Then we treat
the three-dimensional case, in particular for Einstein-like metrics and finally, we study conformally flat ball-homogeneous spaces. Our aim is to provide more partial answers to the question
whether a ball-homogeneous space is locally homogeneous or not.
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1. Introduction
D' Atri spaces are Riemannian manifolds all of whose local geodesic symmetries are
volume-preserving (up to sign). These spaces are natural generalizations of locally
symmetric manifolds. Many examples have been discovered and their geometry has
been treated in several papers. We refer to [14] for a rather complete survey and for
further references. Up to now there are no examples known which are not locally
homogeneous and so, it is still an open problem whether there are D' Atri spaces which
are not locally homogeneous.

In [11] it is shown that each D' Atri space is ball-homogeneous, that is, the volume of
every sufficiently small geodesic sphere or ball does not depend on the center of the ball
but is only a function of the radius [15]. Clearly, locally homogeneous spaces are trivial
examples but although the class of ball-homogeneous spaces is much broader than that
of D' Atri spaces, also here all the known examples are again locally homogeneous. This
fact raised the question: Are ball-homogeneous spaces necessarily locally homogeneous?

Several aspects of the geometry of ball-homogeneous spaces have been treated in [4, 5,
7, 15, 20] but the above question remains open and only partial positive answers could
be provided.
In this paper we continue this study and look for properties which hold for D' Atri
spaces and which can be extended to the broader class of ball-homogeneous spaces. In
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Section 2 we use a mean-value formula to prove that an analytic Riemannian product
is ball-homogeneous if and only if each factor is ball-homogeneous. Then, in Section 3,
we consider the above question for three-dimensional spaces. It turns out that already
here it seems to be difficult to obtain a complete answer since we can only give a
positive solution when there are at most two distinct eigenvalues for the Ricci operator.
This contrasts to the case of D' Atri spaces where it has been shown that every threedimensional D' Atri space is locally isometric to a naturally reductive space and hence,
is locally homogeneous. This leads in Section 4 to the consideration of special threedimensional ball-homogeneous spaces,namely those equipped with Einstein-like metrics
[9]. Here we shall show that a three-dimensional ball-homogeneous space (M3 , g) whose
Ricci tensor is of Codazzi type (and hence, (M3 , g) is conformally flat) is necessarily
locally symmetric while an (M3 , g) is locally isometric to a naturally reductive space if
and only if it is ball-homogeneous and has cyclic-parallel Ricci tensor. Finally, in Section
5 we treat conformally flat ball-homogeneous spaces and prove that such manifolds are
locally symmetric if the Ricci operator has at most three distinct eigenvalues, the general
case remaining open. Our proof uses the following extension of a result proved by H.
Takagi [19] for homogeneous spaces: Every curvature homogeneous conformally flat
space is necessarily locally symmetric.
We thank F. Prüfer for useful discussions about the use of mean-value formulas in
Section 2.

2. Ball-homogeneous Riemannian products
Let (M, g) be an n-dimensional, connected, smooth Riemannian manifold with Levi
Civita connection V. We denote by R its Riemannian curvature tensor taken with the
sign convention Rx y = V1x,yl - [Vs, Vy] for all smooth vector fields X, Y on M.
Further, e and T denote its Ricci tensor and scalar curvature, respectively. Let A be
the Laplacian on (M, g).
Next, let m E M and denote by exp m the exponential map centered at m. For
r < i(m), the injectivity radius at m, we denote by Gm(r) = exp m Sm(r) the geodesic
sphere with center m and radius r where Sm(r) is the sphere of center 0 and radius r in
TmM. Let Bm(r) be the corresponding geodesic ball and denote by Vm(r) its volume,
that is,
V. (r)

=

JJ
0

t'9 m (expmtü)dudt

S"(I)

where u is a unit vector of TmM and 9 is the volume density function 9m = (det(g1,)) 4
of expm.
The Riemannian manifold (M,g) is said to be ball-homogeneous if Vm(r) only depends on r [15]. We prove the following extension of a result for D' Atri spaces.

Theorem 2.1. Let ( M, g ) = A, 91) X X (Mr ,gr ) be an analytic Riemannian
product. Then (M, g) is ball-homogeneous if and only if each factor (M e , gi) (i = 1,.., r)
is ball-homogeneous.
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Proof. Obviously, it is enough to restrict to the case where r = 2. Let
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be the

Euclidean Laplacian of order k defined for a function V by
.

= (2k)!

Here {e 1 , ..., e,} is an arbitrary local orthonormal basis, V, 1k = V S, denotes
the Kronecker symbol, and the summation is made over all permutations a of the set
{l, .., 2k). These Euclidean Laplacians are globally defined differential operators of
order 2k. See [14) for details and references. By using the generalized Pizetti formula
for mean-value operators, we may express the volume m,. = dV,(r) of a geodesic sphere
on an analytic (M, g) by means of these Euclidean Laplacians. Explicitly, we have
+00

r 2k
m,. 2ir"' :i: (
) k!r( +k) D(m)
k=O

where D(m) = A[9m1(m). Here, D°M (m) = 1. Hence, (M, g) is ball-homogeneous
if and only if D is globally constant for each k E N.
Next, let (M, 9) = (M 1 ,9 1 ) x (M2, 92). Then we have
(k)
M
1W

and 0 M =

9M2. So, for

(k)

- (A) - (k—A)

A=O

m = (mi , 7712), we have

D(m) =

() D1(mi)D2A(m2).

The theorem follows now easily from this formula. Indeed, let (MI, gi) and (M2 , 92) be
ball-homogeneous. Then D , and D 2 are globally constant for all p, q, E N. Hence,
2p is also globally constant. Conversely, let (M, g) be a ball-homogeneous space. We
D
1,
have, for s
D(m) =

D , (rn i )+ D2(m2)+

()

D,(mi)D2A(m2).

An induction procedure yields D,(m i )+ D 2 (m2 ) = const and hence, D , and D2
are constant for all p E N, which proves the required result I
Remark. When (M,g) is an analytic, complete Riemannian product, then the
result may be obtained by using the recursion formula given in [8].
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3. Three-dimensional ball- homogeneous spaces
The condition of ball-homogeneity implies the constancy of an infinite number of scalar
curvature invariants. Indeed, when a Riemannian manifold (M, g) is ball-homogeneous,
then dkv(r)(m) must be constant on M for all k E N. These derivatives may be
expressed by using scalar curvature invariants but the explicit formulas are not known
for general k. Nevertheless, we have the following formula for dimM n [10]:
V. ( 1 )

wrfl { l + A(m) r2 +

+ C(rn)r 6

+

0(r8)}

(1)

where
W=

1T2
( 2)!

and
A=-

6(n+2)'
1
B=
+811 e112 +5r 2 - 18r7),
3
360(n + 2)(n + 4) ( - 11 R 11 2
1
1 5 T 3- 8
C=
r II p II 2 + rIIRII2
720(n + 2)(n + 4)(n + 6)
64
64
32
110
200
® , ii)
+
+
--1 g + - (, R) - 63
63
45
45
45
2
+ -- II Vr 2 +
+ --(p) - 1 II VR II 2 +67A7
48
30
+ --g(, ) + g(V 2 r, e) - - -g(E.R, R) -

(2)
(3)
(4)

45A2 7

Here, we have with respect to an orthonormai basis:
IIII 2 =

1:

11R112 =

ij

= 9ijUjk&ki,
i,j,k
=

i

g(, R)

=

RijklRk:pqRpqij,

E

QijRipqrR,pqr,

9(0 ® 0, R) =
=

a(s)

&1j&klRikj1,

Rikjlflkp:qRpiqj,
=

k

For a three-dimensional Riemannian manifold, the vanishing of the Weyl tensor
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yields the following relations [10]:
I1R1I2 = 411e112 - T2
=

rII 0 II 2 -

—2

g(p, R) = 4r 1I p II 2 - r 3 - 2

I = 127-p
R =

3

2 - 3T -80
13
2
r IIeII -

(5)

II VR II 2 = 4 11 V 9II 2 - IIVrII2
g(AR,R) = 4g(Lp,g) - 7-/r.

Further, we note that we always have
L II R I1 2 = g(AR, R) + 11VR112
LIIgII2 =g(p, p) + lVp1I2.

(6)

J

Using these formulas, we then get at once

Proposition 3.1. Let (M,g) be a three-dimensional ball-homogeneous space. Then
T, 1e1l 2 and 256 + 9 11 V eIl 2 + 90c(p) are constant on M.
Now, we prove

Theorem 3.2. A three-dimensional ball-homogeneous space (M,g) with at most
two distinct Ricci eigenvalues is locally homogeneous.
Proof. Let W be the dense open subset of M where the multiplicities of the eigenvalues p 1, 02 and 03 of the Ricci operator are locally constant. So, let p E W and
consider a neighborhood U of p where these multiplicities are constant. In what follows
we shall show that all the scalar curvature invariants are constant on U. A continuity
argument then shows that these invariants are constant on M. Then it follows from the
main result in [18] (sec also [201) that (M, g) is locally homogeneous.
So, in what follows we concentrate on U and consider the following two cases:
= p 3 and p i = 02 rh p. For the first case it follows that U is Einsteinian and
hence locally symmetric. For the second case and since 2p i + p = r, 2p+ p = hell2,
it follows from Proposition 3.1 that p1 and p3 are .constant on U. We consider the cases
L0 3 54 0 and e3 = 0.
el = e2

a) Case 93 54 0: This case has been treated in [12] where it is shown that there
exists a local orthonormal frame { E, E2 , E31 with dual coframe {w' , w 2 , w } such that
Vp = (p - pi){(awl +bw 2 )®(w'
+(cw'

(W

2

+w3 (Sw')+

+3Øw2)}.
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This yields
ii V eil 2

- e3) 2 ( a 2 + b2 + c2 + e2)

=

a (ü)

= (o'

7 e3) 2 ( a 2 + e 2 + 2bc).

Further, since V E3 T = 0, we have a + e = 0. Moreover, it follows from Propositions 5.6
and 7.2 in [12] that
II V eil 2 = 2 (ei - e3) 2 ( h 2 - e3)
where h = b - c. So h 2 - = 2a 2 + b2 + c 2 , that is, - = 2a 2 + 2bc. Hence, we have
II V'0112 =

- e3) 2 ( h 2 - e3)

(e) = — (91 - 03)203.

(7)
J

Using Proposition 3.1 and (7), we obtain that h is constant and this implies that U is
locally homogeneous [12: Proposition 7.31, from which it follows that all scalar curvature
invariants are constant on U.
b)

Case p

= 0: The condition

e

0 implies that (U,g) is semi-symmetric, that

is, Rx y . R = 0, and has been treated in detail in [13] (see also [12: Theorem A] and
[3]). There it is shown that when (U, g) is not locally homogeneous, there exists an open
dense subset V of U such that in a neighborhood of each point p E V, U is isometric to
the space (N,) where N is a domain of R 3 and is the Riemannian metric given by

and
LOO = f(xo,xi)dxj )
L0 1 = dx 1 - x 2 dxo

(8)

= dx 2 + x 1 dxo. J

Here T =

— 2 f-.L

-

54 0 and hence, we have

f(x o,x i ) =

+ b(x o )e_ kh l

f a(xo)e

for r = —2k 2' < 0,

I a(xo)cos(kx 1 ) + b(xo)sin(kx i )

for r = 2k 2 > 0.

Using the structure equations of Cartan, we get
= fIflO

W0
w'

.+

L02 =

-

LU

0 (i,j = 0,1,2).

A straightforward computation then yields
e=

( W ° OW ° +W 1 0W1)

Vp= --1 'W°(X)(W' ®W2+W2®W')
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and hence,
IIVgII2 =

j_2

o (&) =O.

(9)
J

Using (9), Proposition 3.1 again implies that IVg11 2 , and-hence f, must be constant but
this contradicts r 54 0. So, also in this case (U, g) must be locally homogeneous. This
completes the proof of the theorem I

Remarks. (A) Let (M3,g,,i7,) be an almost contact metric manifold [2). Then
(M3 , g) is said to be 1 7 -Einsteinian if
= ag + b71 0 ii.

In this case g = 192 = a, 93 = a + b. Hence, the Ricci operator has at most two
distinct cigenvalues. Thus we have: A ball-homogeneous u-Einsteinian almost contact
metric manifold (M3,g,,7,0) is locally homogeneous. We refer to [17] for a treatment

of three-dimensional homogeneous contact metric spaces. Note that since T has to
be constant, any three-dimensional ball-homogeneous Sasakian manifold is locally psymmetric and hence locally homogeneous. See, for example; 17, 141.
Note that the same result holds for any (M3 ,g) with a Ricci tensor which is expressible in the form given above.
(B) In [6], it has been proved that a three-dimensional Riemannian manifold is
pseudo-symmetric if and only if the Ricci operator has at most two distinct eigenvalues.
So, Theorem 3.2 may be reformulated as follows: A three-dimensional ball-homogeneous
pseudo-symmetric Riemannian manifold is locally homogeneous.

4. Ball-homogeneous Einstein-like spaces of dimension three
In Section 3 we could only provide partial answers (for three-dimensional Riemannian
manifolds) to the fundamental problem stated in the Introduction. For that reason we
shall now continue our study of three-dimensional ball-homogeneous spaces (M, g) when
they are equipped with special metrics and we concentrate on Einstein-like manifolds.
These spaces have been introduced in [9]. Here, w shall consider (M3 , g) such that the
Ricci tensor g is a Codazzz tensor, that is, (Vxg)(Y, Z) = (Vyg)(X, Z), or is cyclicparallel, that is, (Vx)(Y,Z) +(Vyg)(Z,X) + (Vzg)(X,Y) = 0. This last condition
means that g is a Killing tensor. Note that in both cases r is necessarily constant.
As it is well-known, when r is constant, (M3 ,g) has aCodazzi-Ricci tensor if and
only if it is conformally flat. For that reason we first state a useful theorem about
conformally flat spaces. In [19] it is proved that any conformally flat locally homogeneous space is locally symmetric. Using the same proof, this result can be extended to
the broader class of curvature homogeneousspaces. Note that a Riemañnian manifold
(M,g) is said to be curvature homogeneous if for each pair of points p,q E M there
exists a linear isometry W : TM - TM such that cpRq = R. See [3] for a survey and
further references. So, we have
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Proposition 4.1. A curvature homogeneous conformally fiat Riemannian manifold

is locally symmetric.

Clearly, a three-dimensional Riemannian manifold is curvature homogeneous if and
only if the eigenvalues of the Ricci operator are constant.
Now we are ready to prove our first result.

Theorem 4.2. (M 3 , g) is locally symmetric if and only if it is ball-homogeneous
and its Ricci tensor is a Codazzi tensor.
Proof. The "only if" part is trivial. So, we consider the "if" part. Since
(V 3 , -

VjUik) 2

= 2 (11 V eIl 2 -

we get that Lo is a Codazzi tensor if and only if
= (g).

(10)

Moreover, we have 110: Formula (2.16)]
OjkVjêik =

g(V2r, e) + - e(e 0 , 1).

(11)

Next, since Lo is of Codazzi type, we get at once
jkV j

k =

lleII 2 - II V eil 2.

(12)

Using now that r and 1el1 2 are constant, we get from (11), (12) and (5)
II Veil2

=

T Ile11 2 -

- 3.

(13)

Hence, Proposition 3.1, (10) and (13) yield that is constant. From this, together
with r = const and JILO112 = const, we obtain that the eigenvalues of the Ricci operator
are constant. So, (M3 ,g) is curvature homogeneous. Then the result follows from
Proposition 4.11
This implies

Corollary 4.3. (M3 ,g) is locally symmetric if and only if it is ball-homogeneous
and conformally fiat.

Next, we turn to the case of a cyclic-parallel Ricci tensor. We mention the following
useful results.

Proposition 4.4 (see [1]). A Riemannian manifold (M 3 ,g) is locally isometric to
• naturally reductive homogeneous space if and only if it is locally homogeneous and has
• cyclic-parallel Ricci tensor.
Proposition 4.5 (see 121]). Let (M3 ,g) be a Riemannian manifold with three
distinct and constant cigenvalues of the Ricci operator. If >Ja.b Pab V bUza = 0, then
(M3 ,g) is locally homogeneous.
Now we prove
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Theorem 4.6. ( M 3 ,g) is locally isometric to a naturally reductive homogeneous
space if and only if it is ball-homogeneous and has cyclic-parallel Ricci tensor.
Proof. First, let (M 3 , g) be locally isometric to a naturally reductive homogeneous
space. Then it is clearly ball-homogeneous and moreover, o is cyclic-parallel (see, for
example, [14]). To prove the converse, we shall first show that (M 3 ,g) is a curvature
homogeneous space. Since o is cyclic-parallel, we have
,0
= -II v 11 2

and moreover,
&jkVP.,k

=

_

1

(14)

1 II & II 2 +

( 15)

,j k

Since IIII 2 is constant, we get from (5), (11) and (15)
II V II 2 = 60 - 5TlIII 2

--

+ r.

-(16)

Hence, the constancy of r and huh 2 , together with (14), (16) and Proposition 3.1 imply
that is constant. So, the eigenvalues of e are constant and (M 3 ,g) is curvature
homogeneous.
If Lo has less than three distinct eigenvalues, the required result follows from Theorem
3.2 and Proposition 4.4.
If u has three distinct eigenvalues, we use Propositions 4.4 and 4.5. Indeed, since g
is cyclic-parallel, we have
=

= __

2_

vhhuhh 2

=O

and the result follows I

5. Conformally flat ball-homogeneous spaces
Based on the method used and the results mentioned in Section 4, we focus now on
n-dimensional manifolds (n > 2) with vanishing Weyl tensor W, that is, on conformally
flat spaces when n 4. In this case we have, with respect to an arbitrary orthonormal
basis,
R,kh =

+

j
-

(n - 1)(n -

5jhPik -

2) (1k)h - ihSjk)

and a straightforward computation yields the following relations for the scalar curvature
invariants mentioned in (3), (4) (see also [16]):
[[R11 2 = ___hhuhh2 -

-

- 2) T2 ,

( 17)
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1VR11 2 =

4
2
n - 2 II Vp II 2 - (12 - i)(n - 2) II VT II 2 ,

(18)

24
412
__ 11011 2
r3+8(Ti_4)
(72 - 1)(n - 2) 3
- (n - 1)2(n - 2) 3
(n - 2)3
32 - 6n - 6
2n2 - 7n +
3n)
2
T3 + 2(8
- 1) 2 ( - 2) 3
(n - 1)(n - 2)3 rIIpII
(n - 2)3
2n-1 —,11,0112
(n-1)(n-2)
g(p, R) =

2(n + 1)
(n - 1)(n 2)2 rII

1
(n-1)(n-2)

2
n-2'

2.
T3 + 2(n - 4)
(n - 2)2 U
- (n - 1)(n - 2) 2

2

(19)
(20)
(21)
(22)

Now we prove a generalization of Corollary 4.3.

Theorem 5.1. An n-dimensional conformally flat ball-homogeneous space ( M , g)
with at most three distinct Ricci roots is locally symmmetric.
Proof. Since (M, g) is ball-homogeneous, it follows from (2), (3) and (17) that T
and IIII 2 are constant. This, (6), (17) - (22) and the constancy of C in (4) then yield
3(54 - 17n)
2 45
II + -k(n) + 14(n - 2) II Vp

where
k(n)

a(p) = const

(23)

64(ri3+9ri2-61n+93)
63(n - 2)3

Further, it is well-known that W = 0 implies
V k p,

-

Vp1 ,, =

1
2(n -1 ) (gij

gkVr)

VkT

and hence, since T is constant, p is a Codazzi tensor. This implies that (10) holds (note
that (10) - (12) hold for general dimension n)- and so, we have
k(n) + 3(13n 6)Vp II 2
14(n-2) II

= const.

(24)

Further, using (11), (12) and (21), we obtain
IIVpiI2 =

1
2n-1
IoII - (n - 1)(n —2)
(n— i)(n —2)

12 n— 2

and with this we get from (25)
( n )II Vp II 2

where

= const

.

k(n) = 223 _2016722 + 8132n —11904.

•.,

( 25)
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Since (3) = 369 and k is an increasing function, /c(n) 54 0 for any n > 3. Then (26)
implies JIV,0112 = const and so, also is constant. Consider again the open dense subset
U on which the multiplicities of the eigenvalues are locally constant. Let p E U and let
V be a neighborhood of p in U where the multiplicities are constant. Then it follows
from the results above, and the fact that there are at most three distinct Ricci roots
that the eigenvalues are constant on V and hence (M, g) is curvature homogeneous on
V. Proposition 4.1 then implies that (M, g) is locally symmetric on U and hence, by a
continuity argument, (M, g) is locally symmetric I
Remark. Remark (B) of Section 3 can be extended to n-dimensional manifolds
with vanishing Weyl tensor [6]. Hence, we have: An n-dimensional ball-homogeneous
pseudo-symmetric space which is conformally flat is locally homogeneous.
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